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in the movie, the hot and sultry item songs are the ones that take your breath away. the song "chal khile" sung by sonu nigam and alka yagnik is undoubtedly the best one. the song has an average length of 1 minute. it was composed by anu malik and is mostly sung by sonu nigam. the song's dance sequences, choreography and emotion have been widely appreciated. the movie features a number of item songs.
the song "kaun si" sung by alka yagnik and alka yagnik is widely appreciated. it is a punjabi song and had a similar tune to that of the national anthem of india. the song has a dance sequence set in a valley in the mountains. kachche dhaage movie is available in hindi, english languages with original songs. the imdb score is 7.0/10 and the movie has been rated 6.0/10 on the imdb. kachche dhaage is directed by

milan luthria and this movie has been produced by kites films. the rating on imdb for this movie is 6.0/10. the item songs in kachche dhaage are downright sizzling. the song that immediately caught my attention was the song ‘besharam’, sung by govind namdeo. this song was a remake of the 1978 kannada song ‘besharam’, sung by s. p. balasubrahmanyam. the song is very catchy and sugary, and the lyrics are
super-catchy. the song also has a great video, and the dance moves, done by govind namdeo and his dancers, are pretty sizzling. the song speaks volumes about the evils of life and how to live a good life. kachche dhaage was released on jul 31, 1999 and was directed by milan luthria.this movie is 2 hr 22 min in duration and is available in hindi language. sadashiv amrapurkar, ajay devgn, saif ali khan, govind

namdeo, manisha koirala, maya alagh, annu kapoor, namrata shirodkar, parmeet sethi, ishrat ali, harish khanna, mahavir shah, anupam shyam, rajeev verma, simran bagga, vineet kumar, rajesh vivek and simran are playing as the star cast in this movie. you can watch the movie online on airtel xstream/ prime video/ mx player, as long as you are a subscriber to the video streaming ott platform. kachche dhaage
scores a 6.0 digit binge rating out of 10 and movie is available in bollywood, action, romance, drama and suspense and thriller genres.
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Kachche Dhaage was released on Sep 25, 2017. This movie is 1 hr 56 min in duration and is available in Hindi and Bhojpuri language. Manoj Tiwari, Madhuri Dixit, Feroz Khan, Alankar Merchant, Rishi Kapoor, Rachana Maurya, Sharman Joshi, Rajat Kapoor, Nikitin Dheer, Nikhil Mehrotra, Ganga Arora, Sai Das, Akshay Siraj, Preeti Soni,
Jagat Singh, Prachi Desai, Preeti Sanon, Shikha Talsania, Shraddha Kapoor, Sonali Sachdeva, Swati Chaturvedi, and Vrajesh Hirjee are playing as the star cast in this movie. You can watch the movie online on MX Player, as long as you are a subscriber to the video streaming OTT platform. Kachche Dhaage scores a 6.0 digit binge rating

out of 10 and movie is available in Action, Romance, Drama and Comedy genres. Kachche Dhaage was released on Mar 06, 2018. This movie is 1 hr 31 min in duration and is available in Hindi language. Shantaram, Tusshar Kapoor, Rajkummar Rao, Rishi Kapoor, Manoj Kumar, Shruti Seth, Karisma Kapoor, Sunny Deol, Amrita Rao,
Madhuri Dixit, Anupam Kher, Supriya Pathak, Kavita Seth, Rituparna Sengupta, Sanjay Dutt, Vaani Kapoor, Sonali Kulkarni, and Aishwarya Rai are playing as the star cast in this movie. You can watch the movie online on Alluc OTT, as long as you are a subscriber to the video streaming OTT platform. Kachche Dhaage scores a 6.0 digit
binge rating out of 10 and movie is available in Action, Adventure, Romance, Drama and Fantasy genres. Kachche Dhaage was released on Sep 13, 2017. This movie is 2 hr 29 min in duration and is available in Hindi language. Prem Chopra, Anil Kapoor, Salman Khan, Govinda, Sunil Shetty, Shilpa Shinde, Mohnish Bahl, Annu Kapoor,
Raj Babbar, Shammi, Sameer Kharral, Kader Khan, Mohnish Bahl, Rajpal Yadav, Rehana Sultan, Poonam Dhillon, Kirti Reddy, Poonam Dhillon, Subhasish Roychoudhury, Guru Randhawa, Himesh Reshammiya, Aruna Irani, Tanvi Azmi, Anupam Kher, Arun Bakshi, Anmol Gujjar, Neha Dhupia, Sonali Kulkarni, Aashka Goradia, Vijay Virjee,

Tara Sharma, and Shreya Narayan are playing as the star cast in this movie. You can watch the movie online on MiX Player, as long as you are a subscriber to the video streaming OTT platform. Kachche Dhaage scores a 6.0 digit binge rating out of 10 and movie is available in Comedy, Drama, Romance and Mystery genres.
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